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Usefulness of an artificial neural network to assess anaphylaxis
severity
To the Editor,

representing a probability for the designated NRS score. This behav-

Anaphylaxis is an acute systemic allergic reaction, the clin-

ior was achieved by using softmax activation function. The number

ical course of which may vary between some mild symptoms and

of neurons and hidden layers was determined by trial and error that

life-threatening cardiovascular or respiratory involvement. The

achieved the best results. The source code is available on GitHub

proper assessment of the reaction severity is important for patients,

(https://github.com/jogeb/ann-anaphylaxis).

physicians, and researchers. Thus, multiple grading systems based

During the ANN training, 75% of the 2059 manually evaluated

on the most severe reaction symptom(s) have been developed.1-3

cases were used to train and 25% to verify the quality of training.

However, these grading systems bear several limitations: First, many

The training has been carried out over 175 000 epochs, starting with

of them were developed for a certain age group, a given elicitor of

a learning rate of 0.6 which was decreased every 25 000 epochs

reaction, and/or clinical setting (eg, food challenges in children) what

by 0.05 which results in a learning rate of 0.25 for the last 25 000

limits their applicability and comparability.4,5 Second, they use a lim-

epochs. The accuracy rate of ANN was 90.9% for complete over-

ited range of categories (eg, mild, moderate, and severe) to define a

lay of values (exactly the same value of ANN as the human rater)

naturally continuous and not categorical phenomenon of reaction

and 98.7% if one-point deviation was allowed (Tables 1, S2 and S31).

severity. For these reasons, alternative approaches to assess ana-

Thus, we assumed that ANN is able to learn an anaphylaxis severity

phylaxis severity are urgently needed.

assessment on NRS from a human rater and reproduce it.

Numeric rating scale (NRS) is a commonly used one-dimensional

In the next step, we trained the ANN (with the same technical pa-

tool to evaluate pain or other phenomena in clinical research.6 Thus,

rameters as described above) with all 2059 manually evaluated cases

we assumed that NRS may also be a practical tool to assess anaphy-

and used it to determine NRS values for the remaining 7660 cases in

laxis severity. To examine that, we used the data from the European

our data set. The distribution of values calculated by ANN was alike

Anaphylaxis Registry.

to the distribution of the human rater values (Bhattacharyya coeffi-

Subjectivity and inter-rater variability are major problems while

cient = 0.996, Figure S3).

using NRS. The European Anaphylaxis Registry is a real-life data-

To validate NRS, Spearman's rank correlation coefficients be-

base of anaphylactic reactions collected from more than hundred

tween NRS and other established grading systems were calculated.

tertiary allergy centers from eleven countries.7 The data, including

Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between NRS and grading

symptoms of a reaction, are captured in a standardized manner by

systems described by Brown,1 Sampson,2 and Müller3 were 0.74, 0.69,

trained health professionals. However, due to the variety of this data

and 0.68, respectively (Table 2, Figure S4). Thus, we propose that arti-

set (different elicitors, age groups, and country specific differences),

ficial intelligence (AI) can be used to reliably score anaphylaxis severity

we expect a high inter-rater variability of severity assessment at the

on a 1 to 10 scale, comparable to other established grading systems.

level of participating centers. Thus, we decided to evaluate the cases

Artificial intelligence has multiple potential applications in med-

from the registry using NRS centrally by one rater. An artificial neu-

icine. However, its use in allergology is still very limited. We were

ral network (ANN) was employed to enable the evaluation of 9719

able to identify only very few publications, where AI was used for

reactions in this analysis (Figure S1).

investigation of anaphylaxis.8,9 Here, we demonstrate that an ANN

A total of 2059 anaphylaxis cases from the registry were eval-

can be used as a tool to evaluate anaphylaxis severity, as a physician

uated by the human rater. We included 22 distinct symptoms

would do. This instrument can not only evaluate thousands of cases

(Table S1) in this evaluation; patient's age and elicitor of anaphylaxis

in the standardized way within a second, but it can also do so in the

were also considered. Every reaction was rated using NRS between

same reliable way for all future cases.

1 for mild reactions and 10 for near-fatal reactions. Afterward, ANN
was trained and used to rate the remaining 7660 cases.

Our work has several limitations. Apart from the typical limitations of registry data (eg, missing values due to the retrospective

Artificial neural network machine learning model was imple-

nature), the arbitrary selection of variables is critical. The data on

mented with Java using the "Deep Learning for Java" library (https://

the clinical setting and treatment were not taken into consideration,

deepl
earni
ng4j.org/). The network was constructed as a FNN

which may restrict the capacity of the rater to recognize the true

(feed-forward neural network) with two dense hidden layers, each

course of a reaction and to adequately evaluate it.

containing 33 neurons (Figure S2). The input layer size matched
the number of variables resulting in 24 neurons (22 symptoms,
elicitor, andage). The output layer consisted of 10 neurons, each

1
The quality of the training depended on the number of cases used. The Table S3
presents results when ANN was trained with different number of cases.
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TA B L E 1

Parameters of training quality verification
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centers are listed on https://www.anaph
ylaxie.net/en/centres.
Open access funding enabled and organized by Projekt DEAL.

Parameter
Accuracy

90.9%

Accuracy ± 1

98.7%

Precision

91.8%

Recall

91.6%

submitted work. The rest of the authors declare that they have no

F1 Score

91.6%

relevant conflicts of interest.

C O N FL I C T S O F I N T E R E S T
M. Worm served as a consultant and received speaker honoraria
from Mylan Germany, ALK-Abelló, and Allergopharma, outside the

Note: Training was performed with 1544 and verification with 515
cases. Accuracy implicates the rate of cases with exact the same ANNcalculated and the human rater value. Accuracy ± 1 implicates the
rate of cases with max. one-point deviation. Precision, recall, and F1
values are macro-averaged (equally weighted averages of 10 classes).
Presented values are average of five independent trainings.

quisition, contributed to the interpretation of data, and revised the

TA B L E 2

managed data acquisition, contributed to the interpretation of data,

Spearman's rank correlation coefficient matrix
NRS

Brown

Müller

Sampson

NRS
0.74a

Müller

0.68b

0.55b

c

0.46c

0.69

M Kraft performed data analysis and wrote the manuscript. J
Gebauer performed data analysis. S Dölle-Bierke managed data acmanuscript critically for important intellectual content. M Worm
and revised the manuscript critically for important intellectual content. All authors approved the final version of the manuscript for
publication.

Brown
Sampson

AU T H O R C O N T R I B U T I O N S

F U N D I N G I N FO R M AT I O N
n.a.d

The Anaphylaxis Registry is supported by The Network for Online

a

Registration of Anaphylaxis NORA e.v.

b

K E Y WO R D S

All cases (n = 9719) were included for comparison between NRS and
Brown scale.

As Müller developed his grading for sting reactions, only venom
anaphylaxis cases were included (n = 2807).

c

As Sampson grading was developed for food reactions in children, only
these were included (n = 1842).

anaphylaxis, anaphylaxis severity, artificial intelligence, artificial
neuronal network, machine learning

d

As Müller developed his grading for sting reactions and Sampson for
reactions to food, no comparison of these two scales was possible.
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The added value of NRS to evaluate anaphylaxis severity might
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be a subject of discussion but it is, in our opinion, substantial. NRS
offers a more differentiated assessment of severity than just cat1
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Anaphylaxis following vaccination among children in Asia: A
large-linked database study
To the Editor,

(WHO-ATC code): C01CA24) and/or corticosteroids (WHO-ATC

Anaphylaxis is a severe and potentially fatal systemic reaction

code: H02AB04, H02AB06), concurrently. Among identified cases,

that can be triggered by exposure to various allergens, including

we restricted to cases that occurred within two days (modified from

food, drugs, stings, and vaccines. According to the study in the

the Brighton Collaboration criteria2) after vaccination.

United States, the estimated rate of anaphylaxis was 1.31 (95%

First, we calculated the incidence per million doses administered

confidence interval (CI), 0.90-1.84) cases per million doses for all

and exact 95% confidence interval (CI) of anaphylaxis after vaccination

vaccines.1 Children are at risk of anaphylaxis following routine vac-

by using the number of defined cases of anaphylaxis and the number

cinations, and yet the evidence for the incidence of anaphylaxis

of vaccine doses administered. Additionally, we calculated the inci-

following vaccination was not established among children in South

dence with 95% CI by using only inpatient information to identify the

Korea. This study aimed to assess the incidence of anaphylaxis after

magnitude of cases of postvaccination anaphylaxis requiring hospital-

vaccination.

ization. Second, we described baseline characteristics of defined cases

By linking the Korea Immunization Registry Information System

for demographics information, history of allergic diseases (diagnosis

(KIRIS) and the National Health Information Database (NHID)

information in the year preceding the date of anaphylaxis occurrence,

(Appendix S1), we created a large-linked database (LLDB) includ-

Appendix S3), and concomitant vaccination. Third, we conducted

ing records for 4.4 million children born from 2008 and 2017 who

stratified analyses according to age group and the number of doses.

were vaccinated with approved vaccines (the National Immunization

Among 4 462 631 children, 4 404 367 (98.7%) children were vac-

Program (NIP) and non-NIP; Appendix S2) at least once in the South

cinated at least once, and a total of 112 799 043 vaccine doses were

Korea. We retrieved information on vaccination from the KIRIS and

administered. We identified 137 cases of anaphylaxis after vacci-

information on demographics and healthcare utilization from the

nation, and the incidence was 1.21 (95% CI, 1.02-1.44) per million

NHID. We used specified algorithms using diagnosis and prescrip-

doses (Table 1). When restriction to inpatient data only, we identified

tion records to enhance the validity of anaphylaxis cases. Cases of

33 cases (24.1%), with the incidence of 0.29 (95% CI, 0.20-0.41). In

anaphylaxis following vaccination were defined using both the di-

terms of individual vaccine, Vero cell-cultured inactivated Japanese

agnosis code and prescription data to ascertain cases accurately.

encephalitis vaccine (IJEV) showed the highest rate (2.87; 95% CI,

We first identified all patients diagnosed with specific anaphylaxis

1.15-5.92) followed by MMR vaccine (2.72; 95% CI, 1.59-4.36) and

codes (International Classification of Disease, 10th Revision codes:

varicella vaccine (2.48; 95% CI, 1.24-4.45). A high rate was observed

T78.2, anaphylactic shock, unspecified; T88.6 anaphylactic reac-

for the influenza vaccine (2.42; 95% CI, 1.70-3.36), and the quadriva-

tion due to adverse effect of correct drug or medicament prop-

lent influenza vaccine was higher than the trivalent influenza vaccine

erly administered) and prescribed with epinephrine (World Health

(1.98, 95% CI 1.29-2.90 vs. 5.87, 95% CI 2.81-10.79; Appendix S4).

Organization-Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification codes

Most cases were aged between 12 months and 23 months (43.1%),

